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This Widget converts metric values on the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them. Metric Converter widget Torrent Download is a tiny application that allows you to perform multiple conversions. It is very simple to use and it has accurate results. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo! Widget Engine Similar Widget Create Your Own Custom widget. Easy way to add your own content to your website. Display widgets
as tabs or Sidebars on your website. Add search bar and other useful widgets to your page. Add your own widgets to our library. Widget Creator lets you create your own custom widgets. Easy way to add your own content to your website. Display widgets as tabs or Sidebars on your website. Add search bar and other useful widgets to your page. Add your own widgets to our library. Widget Creator lets you create your own custom
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Description Specify a conversion of units of length, area, volume, mass, time or any combination of units. Conversion parameters: Coordinate (optional): X and Y axis positions (if the coordinate is missing, X axis will be used): Conversion type: Select the conversion type from the list: Light, Fast, Standard or Expensive. Special requests: Select the conversion type from the list: Square, Round, Angle, Percentage, Round Square, Scale,
Distance, Circumference and Fraction. If the conversion type is Square, click on the center of the circle to draw the square. If the conversion type is Round, click on the center of the circle to draw the circle. If the conversion type is Angle, click on the center of the circle to draw the angle. If the conversion type is Percentage, click on the center of the circle to get the percentage. If the conversion type is Fraction, click on the center of
the circle to get the fraction. Conversion symbol: If you want a specific symbol, select it from the list. Conversion units: You can choose the units of the result using the drop down list: Number, Volume, Area, Length, Mass or Time. If you want to use the units of the calculator, select Volume, Area, Length, Mass or Time. Conversion ratio: Define the conversion ratio for the units you want to calculate. Conversion parameter: You can
choose one or more conversion parameters from the list. Conversion method: You can choose the conversion method from the list: Calculator, Lookup or Manual. If you select the Calculator conversion, it will perform a calculation of the numbers you have selected in the conversion parameters and conversion ratio fields and show the results. If you select the Lookup conversion, it will perform a calculation of the numbers you have
selected in the conversion parameters and conversion ratio fields and show you the result in the conversion parameter field. If you select the Manual conversion, you will perform the conversion manually. Conversion method: Choose the conversion method from the list: Calculator, Lookup or Manual. For more information, please visit this page. Availability: Online widget If you have the free version of the Yahoo! Widget Engine,

you can use this widget without any limitations. Thanks for using Keymacro. 77a5ca646e
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Metric Converter - A simple application that allow you to perform multiple conversions. It's is very simple to use and it has accurate results. License: Free Author: Fiscina See our list of free Widget Applications: Portfolio Tools - Widgets for Portfolio Management 1.0 Portfolio Tools is a set of Java widgets to control and visualize your own portfolio and buy/sell decisions. This set includes: * a charting widget for portfolio * a
detailed account widget for portfolio * an Event Log All widgets... 2.48 MB Calculators - Syllabus Calculators 1.0 Syllabus Calculators is a very handy application that allows you to easily calculate your syllabus. It can help you calculate and display all the exams, assignments and homeworks that you have scheduled in your syllabus. Requirements:Windows 98/Me/2000/XP... 4.06 MB Calculators - ECTC Math II Calculator 1.2 ECTC
Math II Calculator allows you to easily manage your math homework, assignments and exams. The application helps you to keep a track of all your math problems. It displays all of your homework or exam questions that you've just done as well as... Calculators - Polly's Math Word Problems 1.0 Polly's Math Word Problems is a nice and simple to use math word problems.Requirements:Windows 98/Me/2000/XP Calculators - Epsilon
Approximation for Computer Scientists 1.0 Epsilon Approximation for Computer Scientists is a nice and simple program to approximate an error for computer scientists.Requirements:Windows 98/Me/2000/XP Calculators - Penny Approximation for Computer Scientists 1.0 Penny Approximation for Computer Scientists is a nice and simple program to approximate an error for computer scientists.Requirements:Windows
98/Me/2000/XP Calculators - Plane Approximation for Computer Scientists 1.0 Plane Approximation for Computer Scientists is a nice and simple program to approximate a plane and its distance to a line.Requirements:Windows 98/Me/2000/XP Calculators - Do the Math with Math Expressions 1.

What's New In?

This Widgets widget convert a large number of unit of measurements. It is very easy to use because you don’t need to create your own conversion program to the values. This widget converts all metric values such as length, mass, volume, temperature etc. Description: This Widget converts metric values on the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them. Metric Converter widget is a tiny application that allows
you to perform multiple conversions. It is very simple to use and it has accurate results. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo! Widget Engine Description: This Widgets widget convert a large number of unit of measurements. It is very easy to use because you don’t need to create your own conversion program to the values. This widget converts all metric values such as length, mass, volume, temperature etc. This Widget converts metric values on
the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them. Metric Converter widget is a tiny application that allows you to perform multiple conversions. It is very simple to use and it has accurate results. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo! Widget Engine Description: This Widgets widget convert a large number of unit of measurements. It is very easy to use because you don’t need to create your own conversion program to the
values. This widget converts all metric values such as length, mass, volume, temperature etc. Description: This Widget converts metric values on the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them. Metric Converter widget is a tiny application that allows you to perform multiple conversions. It is very simple to use and it has accurate results. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo! Widget Engine Description: This Widgets
widget convert a large number of unit of measurements. It is very easy to use because you don’t need to create your own conversion program to the values. This widget converts all metric values such as length, mass, volume, temperature etc. Description: This Widget converts metric values on the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them. Metric Converter widget is a tiny application that allows you to
perform multiple conversions. It is very simple to use and it has accurate results. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo! Widget Engine Description: This Widgets widget convert a large number of unit of measurements. It is very easy to use because you don’t need to create your own conversion program to the values. This widget converts all metric values such as length, mass, volume, temperature etc. Description: This Widget converts metric
values on the fly. Just click on the values or convertion parameter to change them.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista 64-bit or Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo E8400 2.13 GHz or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Video Card: GeForce 8800 GTX or better Recommended: OS: Windows 7 64-bit or Windows 8 64-bit Processor: Intel® Core i5 or AMD Phenom II X4 965 or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Video Card: GeForce GTX 680 or AMD Radeon HD 7970 or better
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